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Pixel Noir, a turn-based RPG set against a film noir backdrop is entering Early Access soon[2]

Here's another game successfully funded on Kickstarter, one we missed, which looks fantastic
and it's coming to Linux. It's called Pixel Noir and it sure does look stylish.
It was funded on Kickstarter back in 2015 with the help of nearly two thousand backers.
Interestingly, the reason we didn't pick it up is that the campaign wasn't originally targetting
Linux as a platform.

Hell is Other Demons is a frantic arcade shooter that's pure bliss to play, out now [3]

Not originally scheduled to release same-day with Linux support, Hell is Other Demons,
developed by Cuddle Monster Games and publishing from Kongregate is out now and it's
damn good.
Hell is Other Demons is a ridiculously good retro-looking arcade shooter, one that I've pretty
much fallen in love with. From the moment I got to test it, I was hooked right in thanks to the
incredible styling. That's not all though, while the game is mechanically simple as it's
basically a platform shooter with tiny arenas it's in no way easy. It manages to do a lot with
the simplicity, while also giving you a lot of choice.

Creature-building survival-action game 'Sipho' has a new breed in the latest update [4]

The whole idea of the game is pretty sweet, giving a different kind of action and survival
experience. It has a nice gameplay loop to it already with you picking a breed, constructing
your creature and then attempting to survive while also possibly unlocking a new breed if you
collect enough of their DNA. Once you manage to take down the Queen, you also get to play
with the Aquarium feature, which is basically a sandbox area to do whatever you want.

Regions Of Ruin, a side-scrolling RPG with town-building is now on GOG [5]

Regions Of Ruin from Vox Games and Poysky Productions, a side-scrolling RPG with townbuilding is now available DRM-free on GOG. A nice reminder of it too, one we completely
missed actually being properly released for Linux.

In the 2.5D puzzle-adventure Afterlight, you play as an isolated astronaut on Titan [6]

Afterlight really does look beautiful, with a "2.5D" style this puzzle-adventure is one to firmly
keep an eye on.
It's currently looking for funding on Kickstarter, with Linux as a planned platform for release
"Our main platform is PC (Windows, Mac & Linux) via Steam" and their FAQ also makes it
clear Linux is a target too. With 24 days to go, they're closing in on half of the $35K goal.

Tank Maniacs looks like some seriously good local multiplayer fun, coming to Linux soon[7]

Tank Maniacs, a local multiplayer party game about blowing up everyone with tanks looks
really fun and it's coming to Linux. I managed to get confirmation from the developer on
Twitter, who mentioned a Linux build is now up for those testing it.
A game that doesn't exactly need a long description, you each pilot a strange tank and attempt
to destroy everyone else. As the developer says "It's mostly about destroying your closest
friends' hopes and dreams with weird tanks."?hah.
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